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Lights out! 
Touch the walls and search for a rusty spike as sharp
and rough as a heart
In a locked old ranch the hunting cries celerity so tuck
up
The ruffles of your dress and get the dust out of your
shoes
So come on! 

Restless we run
Trying to grab each others hand
Inhaling the frequency of wrath
Breathless we escape
Trying to take this shot
Of filthy ginger and filthy blood from ghosts

And I could say
That I'm invisible
I can't deny two lives is what it takes
We're taken in the masks of assassins
That will never share the sheets

Stop
Hear
My trot

Stop
Hear
My trot

Rude
What should we play?
Let's get it on
With the handle gripped mark the stabs from 0 to
death

What should we play?
Let's throw it up
Chew the difference between despair and delicacy

And I could say
That I'm invisible
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I can't deny two lives is what it takes
We're taken in the masks of assassins
That will never share the shell

Die with delay
Such a prize for me to hear your voice
Like poetry running icy at the wheel of ruin

I could have died again for you
I could have uagh! 
I could have died again for you
We'll never share the shelter! 
I could have died again for you
I could have uagh! 
I could have died again for you
We'll never share the shell! 

What should we play?
Lets get it on
With the handle gripped mark the stabs from 0 to
death

What should we play?
Let's throw it up
Chew the difference between despair and delicacy

Amounts of veils
Where I felt strong
Now desolate my charming thoughts

A change of pace
Kills you forever
Sweetie, bare the shock

I fought, I... 
Fall! Fall! Fall! Fall! 
Lights out! 
Place your head on my chest and feel the rhythm stop
beating
Lights on!
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